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Hold tight [x2]
This is gonna hurt 
Far worse than you or I had ever thought it would
This night
This night is becoming blurred
Could you repeat what you said cause I misunderstood

Face to face and heart to heart
YouÂ’d think thereÂ’s nowhere that IÂ’d rather be
Is it my place to say you make this an art? 
You know you really thought you had me down to a T

Is it the 
Thrill of the fight that gets you going? 
The thrill of leaving me that lets you go on? 
The thrill of the chase that leaves me gasping
Leaves me choking on your air
IÂ’ll stop breathing if it makes this easy for

You were
You were the best and worst thing to ever happen to
me
To ever happen to be
You heard 
You heard the best and worst things I ever thought I
could say
I never thought I would say

Face to face and heart to heart
YouÂ’d think thereÂ’s nowhere that IÂ’d rather be
Is it my place to say you make this an art? 
You know you really thought you had me down to a T

Is it the 
Thrill of the fight that gets you going? 
The thrill of leaving me that lets you go on? 
The thrill of the chase that leaves me gasping
Leaves me choking on your air
IÂ’ll stop breathing if it makes this easy for you

Thought that you would know 
You would know by now
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Thought that something might have actually clicked in
you
Thought that you would know
You would know by now

Thought that you would know
You would know by now
Thought that something might have actually clicked in
you
Thought that you would know
You would know by now
Thought that something might have actually clicked in

Is it the 
Thrill of the fight that gets you going? 
The thrill of leaving me that lets you go on? 
The thrill of the chase that leaves me gasping
Leaves me choking on your air
IÂ’ll stop breathing if it makes this easy for you
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